


Variations
this document contains outlines for possible ways to deviate from the 

standard way of playing Ambyria.

2. the Long Game: at the start of the game don’t deal out any arcane 
cards. treat the top of the deck as your arcane cards. the game ends 
when one player tries to draw cards from his/her deck but there are no 
cards to draw.

3. the Big Game (2 players only): Each player chooses 2 decks instead 
of just one. Shuffle them together and play Ambyria following all of the 
standard rules.

4. The Biggest Game (2-6 players): Shuffle all four decks together. 
Everyone draws from the same deck. For the purpose of card effects 
dealing with your opponents deck, the one deck is considered your 
deck and your opponents deck. all other rules of Ambyria are observed 
as normal.

5. the Fantasy Draft: sor all 4 decks into 4 piles of each mode. Each 
pile will have 52 cards in it. Each player chooses 13 cards from one 
pile and then passes the rest of the pile to the player on his/her left. 
repeat this until each player has one deck of 52 cards. then play a  
regular game of Ambyria with the drafted decks.

1. team Battle: Choose a partner to be your teamate. sit such that 
as play proceeds to the left, no team will have two players take 
consecutive turns. During the game there is to be no discussion of what 
is contained in each others hands. Your teammate is also considered 
your opponent for card effects that affect an opponent(s). at the end of 
the game, the team with the highest total score wins.



6. Winner take all: Play a regular game of Ambyria. at the end 
of the game, the player keeps all of the cards in his/her play area. 
record the scores for the game. Play again with the cards you won 
in the previous game. repeat this until at least one player reaches a 
total of 500 points. the player with the highest score wins.

if you have any fun suggestions for vatiations of play for Ambyria 
please email us at info@paw-warriorgames.com


